. 2 TV sinn odn
Let C be the field of complex numbers and /: C -» C be a complex-valued polynomial function of a complex variable z. Define M¡ -Max|2| = i|/(z)|.
THEOREM. Let fi, f2,..., fn : C -> C be polynomial functions of degrees di,d2, 
We will prove that for each e > 0 and n > 0, we have for most 9 that
However by (2), we see that it is enough to show that lA, le^-ziHe^-zoJ-.-l^-^l / . 2
for all values of 9 in the complement of the union Ud of intervals on [-7r, n] with total length l(Ud) < (2/n)8d7r/(8d+ e). Let z be an arbitrary element in {zi} and set z = reia, r > 0, and 4> = {2/n)ir/(8d + e). Then for 9 satisfying the inequality 24><\0\<ir-2<t>, we have (p = 2r/(r2 + 1) < 1) ll + re^l2 l + r2-l-2rcos0 1 + r2 -2rcos2cp
(1 + r)2 1 + r2 + 2r _ 1 + r2 + 2r _ l-(2r/(l + r2))cos2<¿ _ 1-pcos2<f> l-cos2<A _ . 2 l + (2r/(l + r2)) 1 + p > -s-= sur <t>.
Thus |1 + reîS|/(l + r) > sincp for all values of 9 in the complement of the union V of intervals with total length l(V) < 8<p. Therefore, on a similar set we have that (5) |ete-reîa|/(l+|reia|)>sin<£ and so (4) follows. Applying the estimate (2) for each polynomial function /¿ of degree d¿, we obtain n inequalities of the form (3) (with / = fi,f2,...,fn), with each holding for all values of 9 in the complement of the union Ud¡ of intervals with total length l(Udi)<(2/n)8di*/(8di + e), respectively, for i = 1,2,... ,n.
We add this for all n, and deduce that all n inequalities (3) hold for some ßGl-n,n}-\JUdi. REMARK. See [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] for other results and some research problems concerning inequalities on the derivative of a complex-valued function.
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